Introduction
License Plate Recognition is an image-processing technology that is used to identify vehicles by their license plates. A license plate reader works by extracting the characters from an image. This technology is used for many applications such as toll booths, parking decks, border control, a nd law enforcement. As a solution to the problem of monitoring the tremendous number of vehicles for law enforcement and security, we will design a license plate recognition system to make the task more practical. Our system will provide a way to detect and identify license plates without constant human intervention. This will be both a time and money saving benefit to police departments in the state of Georgia. Our system, based on a Linux platform, will work exclusively with stationary vehicle images and the Georgia license plate. We will consider expanding the project to moving vehicles once we have a solid system for stationary vehicles. Figure 1 shows the system setup.
The aim of this project is three-fold; first, we will look at optical character recognition techniques and investigate the process of license plate recognition from acquiring an image; second, we will develop a database that contains the user information; and finally, we will display the information from the database onto a screen through a GUI.
Existing Products
There are multiple license plate recognition systems available; however a majority of the systems are Our product will differ from our competitors in two ways. The first difference is that unlike our competitors who provide commercial products with multiple functionalities, our product will be used solely for law enforcement. The second difference is that our product will be completely open source.
We will provide the user with the source code and documentation on the system so that they are able to customize it to their application.
Anticipated Challenges
Our project has several challenges. The project lies heavily on the OCR so the main challenge is to produce an OCR that is as accurate as possible. We would like to produce an OCR that is at the minimum 85% accurate. A lot of problems will arise from using the Georgia plate since there are many backgrounds that we will have to filter out and also that the numbers are not in eight-bit segments. Therefore, we will have to be very thorough in our methods for extracting the characters from the plate. The other challenge is inter-process communication. Once we have the database, GUI, and OCR developed we will more than likely run into problems linking them together. We will have to ensure that each piece is compatible throughout the project. One way this is solved is by sticking to a Linux platform. The degree of difficulty for each task is medium since each member in the group is familiar with the task that they are assigned to. There is also a high risk for each area of the project besides the images since they are all needed in order for the system to work.
Project Organization
The project is divided into four main areas: image capturing, OCR Processor Development, Database Development, and the GUI Development. The tasks as shown below were assigned according to expertise in each area. The project is expected to take at maximum of 13 weeks from the starting date of September 12, 2002.
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The tasks will be completed in order as shown in Figure 2 with the milestones being: § Obtaining a standardized bitmap image of the license plate § Developing the OCR processor § Developing the database § Developing the user interface § Connecting the system
Project Structure Image Capturing
Photographs in a grayscale bitmap format will be taken of a variety of Georgia license plates in order to create the library of characters (A-Z, 0-9). We will also store extra photographs for the trial and testing phases.
OCR Processor
We will consider three different methods to develop the OCR. We will also look at the code that is available from a previous project done in Israel.
Intersection Method
The intersection method of character recognition is accomplished by placing a number of horizontal and vertical lines across the image of the character. Each line intersects the character a number of times. The number of intersections for each line forms a pattern, which is used to recognize the character. This method is very tolerant to the position of the character within the grid formed by the lines. If the character is placed in different locations within the grid, the pattern will be shifted, but will still be intact.
Pixel Method
The pixel method of recognition uses a library that contains an ideal version of each character that can be recognized. To recognize a character, the image of the character is compared pixel by pixel to each image in the library. For example, the image is compared to the library version of the letter A, B, C, and so on. The comparison that produces the highest percentage of similar pixels will be the software's guess. Comparing equally spaced pixels instead of comparing every pixel of the image speeds up the process, with a loss of accuracy.
A variation of this method involves checking a subset of pixels instead of comparing them all. Instead of comparing all of the pixels of the letter A, only the pixels in the general shape of an A are checked.
This cuts down on the number of comparisons needed, but will generally be less accurate than comparing all of the pixels. The pixel method has two disadvantages. The first is that there are many comparisons performed, which will lead to long processing times. The second disadvantage is that for the pixel method to work, both the image of the character and the library version must be scaled and aligned very will to provide good results.
Boundary-constraint-based OCR
Boundary-constraint-based OCR recognizes characters by examining the boundaries of a character at specific points. First, two sets of three points are positioned above and below the character. These three points form a line, with one point at the left edge of the character, one at the right edge of the character, and one at the center. As shown in Figure 3 these two sets of points are then moved vertically towards the center of the character until they hit parts of the character.
These six points are enough information to form a unique match with many characters in the English language. Where ambiguities exist, or to improve the accuracy of the recognition, the process can be repeated horizontally as shown in Figure 4 .
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Even greater accuracy can be achieved by adding more points to the boundary lines like in Figure 5 .
Depending on the computational power available and the accuracy desired, it is not uncommon to use five or more boundary points on each side. While it is not needed for English capital letters and numbers, some character sets also require an "inner boundary" to be detected. This procedure is similar to that used to determine the outer boundaries, but these constraints expand from the center instead of contracting from the outside.
Database
A database will be created to contain information relative to the license plate, including Car make and model, VIN, and primary and secondary driver information. There will also be fields for marking a license plate stolen, as well as room in the database to store information pertaining to warrants out for driver's arrests. The database will be queried to determine whether or not to alert authorities to the location of the vehicle.
User Interface
A user interface will be developed for the system. The program will begin with a welcome window that will ask the user to enter the plate information. The next window will show the results. It will return the plate number, the car make and model, VIN, and primary and secondary driver information. There will be a flag that will flash to indicate the vehicle is stolen or if there are any warrants out for the driver's arrest.
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Testing Plan
Our testing plan is very thorough since our project consists of so many areas. First, we will test each building block separately. Using the pictures that were acquired, we will test the accuracy of the OCR.
We will test each letter and number of the alphabet from a given image to make sure the processor reads them correctly. Running several queries and making sure that the data aligns with what is in the database will test the database. Also, we will make sample queries and images and to ensure that they show to the screen correctly will test the GUI. We will then link each building block one by one and run a test to see if the inter-process communication is good. The database team will help resolve interconnection and or interfacing issues from the other teams. Once each section has been linked we will test the entire system using the aforementioned procedure to ensure accuracy. The database team will also construct and maintain the backend system.
Conclusion Final Project
At the end of the semester we will present a license plate recognition system customized for Georgia license plates. Since our product will be used for law enforcement, we will show how the Georgia Police Department will be able to save time and money by using our system. We will also show how a license plate recognition system can be used for applications other than law enforcement. We will demonstrate our system by having an image stored locally, rather than capturing an image via camera.
Using the previously requested system, we will then allow the image to process through the OCR and SQL database. Once the SQL query is complete, we will show the results from the query onto a screen. After the project has been demonstrated, we will do an in-depth explanation of how the process would work from a real camera at a real installation.
Materials Needed
There are not many materials needed for this project. The true success in the project lies in the type of camera that is chosen. Therefore, in order for the project to be successful we need a good digital camera. A camera that has connectivity to the network and is web-based will fit well into our project.
If this type of camera is used it will save on the time to download and format images to a PC, since 
Economic Analysis
Since this is a fairly new product, the current selling price is extremely high. However, this price is expected to decrease as the demand for the product gets higher. We will offer our product at a competitive price. An estimate economic plan is shown below since we are not operating our project as an actual business entity. If we were to be an actual corporation, all numbers for salary and other costs incurred would be at industry standard. Our project costs include the cost of research and development where each employee is paid on an hourly basis and marketing costs. 
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